







Building Inspector - ( 603,)547-3442
Wednesday 7:00 - 9:00 PM
EMERGENCY - DIAL 911 FOR
POLICE* FIRE* AMBULANCE
.Police Department - (603)547-2525
This number can also be dialed
for an emergency
Selectmen's Office - (603)547-3442;
OPEN FOR BUSINESS:
. Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
CLOSED: .
• Ikyi-Sday & Friday .except by
§..P.RO.il'-t m.§..D.t
Tax Collector . '' - (603)547-2782
Wednesday Evening 6:00 - 9'00 PM
Fourth Saturday from 9:00 to noon
Town Clerk -.(603)547-2782
'
Monday 3< Thursday Evenings
•
. 6:00 - ,7:30 PM •
'
Second & Fourth Saturdays
9:00 - noon •
Welfare Officer - (603)547-3442
Monday 9:00- 10:00 AM
Wednesday 9:00- 10:00 AM . '
Recycling Center - Hours: Tues . 8:00 to 12:00
Thurs. 3:00. to 7:00
.
'. Sat. 8:00 to 4:00 .
FAX NUMBER - ( 603 )547-3004
Fax Instructions - dial (603)547-3004,
when you hear our phone line ringing
press start and hang up.
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Virginia H. Hillegass Term Expires 1998
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Virginia H. Hillegass - Resigned




David A . Hedstrom





Gary W , Gagnon
FULL TIME POLICE OFFICER
Nicholas Weeks
SPECIAL POLICE OFFICERS
















Jr., Chrmn. Term Expires 2000
John Hopkins Term Expires 2000
Bruce Dodge Term Expires 1998
Albert Burtt Term Expires 1998
James King Term Expires 1999












































Sharon Rossi , Secretary
Daniel Beard
Peter Lindstrom, Chairman



































Sheldon Carbee Robert Geisel , Jr
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Ray Cilley Kevin O'Connell
TOWN WARRANT
Town of Greenfield
State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Greenfield, in
the County of Hillsborough and State of New Hampshire,
qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Meeting
House in said Greenfield on Tuesday, the tenth day of
March, next, to act on the following subjects. The
polls will be open at the Town Meeting House from
10:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Article l: To choose all necessary town officers
for the year ensuing.
Article 1(a): To vote by ballot on proposed
amendments to the Greenfield Zoning Ordinance
AMENDMENT *tl
In SECTION III, Districts,
Add the following paragraph A 2;
"There is, however, an exception to these setback
requirements. For lots smaller than one and one-half
acres in area and deemed conforming per the above,
setback requirements will be reduced in proportion to
the actual lot size divided by the minimum, lot size,
however, in no case will setbacks be less than 30 feet
at the front and 20 feet at the sides and rear."
Add the following to paragraph C 3;
"There is, however, an exception to these setback
requirements. For lots smaller than two acres in area
and deemed conforming per the following paragraph 4,
setback requirements will be reduced in proportion to
the actual lot size divided by the minimum lot size.
However, in no case will setbacks be less than 30 feet
at the front and 20 feet at the sides and rear .
"
In paragraph E 3, eliminate the last sentence and
add the following;
"There is, however, an exception to these setback
requirements. For lots smaller than two acres in area
and deemed conforming per the following paragraph 4,
setback requirements will be reduced in proportion to
the actual lot size divided by the minimum lot size.
However, in no case will setbacks be less than 30 feet
at the front and 20 feet at the sides and rear."
Add the following to paragraph G 3;
"There is, however, an exception to these setback
requirements. For lots smaller than four acres in area
and deemed conforming per the preceding paragraph 2,
setback requirements will be in proportion to the
actual lot size divided by the minimum lot size.
However, in no case will setbacks be less than 50 feet
at the front and 30 feet at the sides and rear."
AMENDMENT #2
Insert the following into the Zoning Ordinance as
SECTION V and renumber the subsequent sections
accordingly.
SECTION V, Telecommunications Facilities
The purpose of this section is to establish
regulations for telecommunications facilities so as to
protect residential areas and lands by minimizing
adverse impacts of towers
.
A. Definitions
1. "Alternative tower structure" means innovative
siting techniques that shall mean man-made trees, clock
towers, steeples, light poles and similar
alternative-design mounting structures that camouflage
or concele the presence of antennas or towers
.
2. "Antenna" shall mean any exterior apparatus
designed for telephonic, radio, television, personal
communications service (PCS)
, pager network or any
other communications through the sending and/or
receiving of electromagnetic waves of any bandwidth.
3. "FAA" is an acronym that shall mean Federal
Aviation Administration.
4. "FCC" is an acronym that shall mean the Federal
Communications Commission.
5. "Height" shall mean, when referring to a tower
or other structure, the distance measured from ground
level to the highest point on the tower or other
stiructure, even if said highest point is an antenna.
6. "Planning Board" or "Board" shall mean the Town
of Greenfield Planning Board and the regulator of this
ordinance
.
7. "Pre-existing towers and antennas" shall mean
any tower or antenna lawfully constructed or permitted
prior to the adoption of this ordinance.
8. "Telecommunications facilities" shall mean any
structure, antenna, tower or other device which
provides commercial mobile wireless services,
unlicensed wireless services, cellular phone services,
specialized mobile radio communications ( SMR ) and
personal communications service (PCS) and common
carrier wireless exchange access services.
9. "Tower" shall mean any structure that is
designed and constructed primarily for the purpose of
supporting one or more antennas, including
self-supporting lattice towers, guy towers, or monopole
towers. The term includes radio and television
transmission towers, microwave towers, common-carrier
towers, cellular telephone towers, alternative tower
structures, and the like.
B. Antennas, towers and alternative tower
structures, their associated antennas and arrays and
telecommunications support facilities shall be subject
to site plan review and approval . An application with
designs for antennas, towers, alternative tower
structures, their associated antennas and arrays and
telecommunications support facilities shall be
submitted to the Planning Board who will establish a
schedule for processing the application.
C. The installation and operation of
telecommunications facilities are permitted in the
Rural/Agricultural District. It is also permitted in
the General Residence District but only as a special
exception granted by the Board of Adjustment. When
considering applications for the construction and
operation of telecommunications facilities, the
Planning Board and the Board of Adjustment will
consider such factors as proximity to residential
buildings, the impact on the value of the surrounding
properties, its affect on the character and natural
features of the site, the number and frequency of
employees visiting the site, nuisances it may create
such as interference with neighborhood television,
telephone or radio reception plus any comments of
abutters
.
D. The Planning Board, in granting approval for the
installation and operation of a telecommunications
facility and the Board of Adjustment when approving
special exceptions, can insist that an alternative
tower structure be used in place of a regular tower
structure and they can insist that the tower or
alternative tower structure be available for future
placement of additional antennas, including antennas
owned and operated by other private companies and firms
and/or government agencies.
E. No tower or alternative tower structure will
exceed 100 feet in height.
F. During the 90 day period following formal
acceptance of an application, the Board may, during its
deliberations, require that the applicant erect a
structure that would physically simulate the proposed
tower, thus enabling the Board to better assess the
impact of a tower at a particular location. As an
example, a crane boom, extending 100 feet vertically,
would simulate a 100 foot communications tower .
G. The Planning Board can require that an applicant
for the construction of a telecommunications facility
post a bond to cover the cost of removing the facility
if it should ever be abandoned.
H. Any antenna or tower that is not operated for a
continuous period of twelve (12) months shall be
considered abandoned and the owner of such antenna or
tower shall remove the same within ninety (90) days of
the issue date of the notice to remove the tower or
antenna
.
I. Towers and/or antennas shall meet the following
requirements
:
1. Towers and/or antennas:
a. The design of antennas and
telecommunications support facilities shall use
materials, colors, textures, screening and landscaping
that create compatibility with the natural setting and
surrounding structures;
b. Signs shall be limited to those signs
required for cautionary or advisory purposes only;
2. Towers
a. Setbacks: towers will be required to
meet all district setback requirements;
b. Color: Towers shall be finished in a
neutral color to reduce visual obtrusiveness , subject
to any applicable standards of the FAA;
c. Landscaping: The tower compound shall
be landscaped with a buffer of plant materials that
effectively screens the view of the tower base and
compound from property used for residences. The
standard buffer shall consist of a landscaped strip at
least five feet wide outside the perimeter of the
compound and shall provide for and maintain minimal
landscaping on the remainder of the zone lot. In
locations where the visual impact of the tower would be
minimal, the landscaping requirement may be reduced or
waived. Existing mature tree growth and natural land
forms on the site shall be preserved to the maximum
extent possible. Towers located on large, wooded lots
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with natural growth around the property perimeter may
be considered a sufficient buffer .
d. Lighting: Towers shall not be artificially
illuminated unless required by the FAA or other
governmental regulation. Ground level security
lighting not more than twenty feet in height may be
permitted if designed to minimize impacts on adjacent
properties
.
e. All utility lines and pipes will be placed
underground .
"
Article 1(b): To vote by ballot on: i. Modification
of the elderly exemptions, 2. Modification of the Oak
Park Revolving Fund, and 3. adoption of the provisions





Under RSA 72:39-b "Shall we modify the elderly
exemption of property tax in the town of Greenfield,
based on assessed value, for qualifying taxpayers, to
be as follows: for a person 65 years up to 75 years,
$20,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years,
$40,000; for a person 80 years of age or older,
$60,000. To qualify, the person must have been a New
Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate
is owned by such person's spouse, they must have been
married for at least 5 years. In addition, the
taxpayer must have a net income of not more than
$19,000 or, if married, a combined net income of less
than $27,000; and own net assets not in excess of
$50,000.
PROPOSED REVISION TO
OAK PARK REVOLVING ACCOUNT USE
"Shall we amend the usage of restricting revenues from
Oak Park user fees from using the expenditures solely
for Oak Park Recreation Building to include allowing
the revenues created from Oak Park to be used for ANY
improvement to Oak Park." Such revenue and
expenditures are accounted for in a special revenue
fund known as the Oak Park Project fund, separate from
the general fund.
RECREATION REVOLVING ACCOUNT
"Shall we establish a Recreation Revolving Account to
restrict revenues from Recreation user fees to
expenditures for the purpose of Recreational Lessons?
Such revenue and expenditures shall be accounted for i,n
11
a special revenue fund to be known as the "Recreational
Lessons Fund", separate from the general fund. Any
surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part of the
general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended
only after a vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amount from said fund for a
specific purpose related to the purpose of the fund or
source of the revenue . "
Town meeting will recess until 7:00 PM on Friday
March 13, 1998 when Article 2 and the remaining
articles of the warrant will be acted upon.
Article 2: To hear the reports of agents,
auditors, standing committees, or other officers
heretofore chosen and to pass any vote relative
thereto .
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($125,000) for the purpose of
purchasing property known as the Stiles property
located in Greenfield, NH further identified as Map VI,
Lot 5 as well as the purchase of the Lefebrve property,
further identified as Map VI Lot 8. Such sum to be
raised through the issuance of bonds or notes under and
in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act, RSA 33:1
et.seq., as amended; to authorize the Selectmen to
apply for , obtain and accept federal , state or other
aid, if any, which may be available for said project
and to comply with all laws applicable to said project;
to authorize the Selectmen to issue, negotiate, sell
and deliver said bonds and notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other
terms thereof; and to authorize the Selectmen to take
any other action or to pass any other vote relative
thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee . )
Article 4= To see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Seventy
Five Thousand Dollars ($175,000) for the purpose of
purchasing a Freightliner FL80 Fire Truck. Such sum
shall be raised through the issuance of bonds or notes
under and in compliance with the Municipal Finance Act,
RSA 33:1 et . seq . as amended; to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, obtain and accept federal,
state or other aid, if any, which may be available for
said project and to comply with all laws applicable to
said project; to authorize the Selectmen to issue,
negotiate, sell and deliver said bonds and notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity
and other terms thereof; and to authorize the Selectmen
to take any other action or to pass any other vote
relative thereto. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee . )
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Article 5: To see if the municipality will vote to
allow the "GREENFIELD RESERVE ENGINE COMMITTEE" to
purchase the 1937 Fire Truck, now owned by the
Greenfield Historical Society, for $1.00. If this
committee shall ever have a desire to dispose of the
Fire Truck, the Town of Greenfield will have the first
option to purchase it for $1.00. This agreement will
superceed any previous arrangements the town has
entered into. (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and
Budget Committee.)
Article €>' To see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the amount of Twenty Five
Thousand Dollars ($25,000) for the purchase of a 1998
Ford Crown Victoria Police Cruiser. (Recommended by
Board of Selectmen.)
Article 7- To see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty Thousand One
Hundred Twenty-Nine Dollars ($30,129) to support a
second full time policeman. Twenty Two Thousand Five
Hundred Ninety-Seven Dollars ($22,597) to be received
through a Federal Grant and Seven Thousand Five Hundred
and Thirty-Three Dollars ($7,533) to be raised in tax
dollars and to be allocated as follows. (Recommended by




Liability Insurance _. _1 .. , .5 _,.
30,129
Article 8: To see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the amount of Eighty-Three
Thousand, Five Hundred Sixty-Two Dollars ($83,562.) to
support the Police Department to be allocated as





















Highway Safety Program l..j.3.00_,,,
83,562
Article 9: To see if the municipality will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Eight Thousand,
Five Hundred Seventy-Seven Dollars ($48,577) to support
the Fire Department to bo allocated as follows:



















Forest Fire & Equipment 1,000.
Fire Equipment 3,500.
Fire Prevention 300.
Expense Reimbursement 4 ,500 .
48,577.
Article 10: To see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Fifty-Seven Thousand, Twenty-Eight Dollars ($257,028.)
to support the Highway Department to be allocated as
follows: (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee . )
Wages, Full Time 83,880.

















Salt & Sand 11 ,000











Article 11: To see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Seventy Thousand,
Five Hundred Eighty-Two Dollars ($70,582) to support
the Recycling Center to be allocated as follows:










Article 12: To see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Seven
Thousand, Two Hundred Twenty-Three Dollars ($27,223) to
support the Stephenson Memorial Library as follows:
(Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee . )


























Article 13: To see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate Eighteen Thousand Twenty-Seven
Dollars ($18,027) for the support of the Recreation
Department. To be allocated as follows: (Recommended




Little League Insurance 300.





Article 14: To see if the municipality will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred
Fifty-Three Thousand, Four Hundred Forty-Six Dollars
($253,446) for the operation and maintenance of town
property. Two Hundred Fifty-One Thousand, Four Hundred
Forty-Six Dollars ($253,446) to be raised through
appropriations and Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000)
through fees raised by Oak Park. (Recommended by Board





Planning & Zoning 6,810.





























Article 15: To see if the municipality will vote
to appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand, Seven Hundred
Dollars ($8,700) for the purpose of a new sander for
the Highway Department. Of this money. Four thousand
three hundred fifty dollars ($4,350) is to be raised
through taxes and Four thousand three hundred fifty
dollars ($4,350) will be incurred through Block Grant
money: (Recommended by Board of Selectmen and Budget
Committee .
)
Article 16: To see if the town shall appropriate
the sum of Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000) for the
purpose allowing PLAN NH continue with the Feasibility
Study for the purpose of applying for ( CDBG ) Community
Development Block Grant money. (Recommended by Board
of Selectmen and Budget Committee).
Article 17: To see if the municipality shall
appropriate Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) to purchase
professional blueprints for a municipal building(s) and
other village improvements. (Recommended by Board of
Selectmen and Budget Committee).
Article 18: To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hand and seal this eighteenth day




A True Copy Attest
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE MS-6
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So. Spring St., P.O.Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1122
(603) 271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF GREENFIELD
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1998 to December 31 , 1998 or
for Fiscal Year From
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32.5 applicable to a]l municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended area. This means the
operating budget and all special ar^ individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completad, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant Another copy must be placed on tile with the town
defk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
Date February 18. 199 8
C(^?L/t-^ 73 ^JLi-nv^^
SELECTMEN (PLEASE SIGN IN INK)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4130-4139 Exocatlva 14 52,987 52,569 56,349
4140-4149 El«ctlon,Rog.4 Vital
StatlBtlco 14 10,130 8,864 11,484
4150-4151 rinanclal Administration 14 21,298 18,356 21,800
4152 Revaluation of Property
4153 Legal Expense 14 4,000 1,089 4,000
4155-4159 Personnel Adminiatration
4191-4193 Planning 4 toning 14 5,405 5,320 6,810
4194 General Government
Buildings 14 23, 860 26,415 30,354
4195 Camaterlea 14 3, 575 4,330 11,075
4196 insuranoe 14 10,083 11, 813 13, 809
4197 Advertising 4 Regional
Assoc. 14 2,275 2,271 2;i20
4199 Other General Government 14 24,350 22 ,234 23,625
PUBLIC SAFETI XXXXXXJCXX kxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4210-4214 Police 7/8 100,538 102,753 113,691
4215-4219 Ambulance 14 15,444 15,444 10,000
4220-4229 rlre 9 49,436 51, 189 48,577
4240-424S Building Inspection
14 3, 110 1,930 3,698
4»0-429e baergency Hanagement





XXXXXXXXX xx:cxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4301-4309 1 Airport operationfi
BIGHHAZS « STREETS XXXIOCXXXX JDCXXJtXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4311 Adminletration
10 251,031 256,319 257,028
4311-4312 Adi&in.,Bighways t streete
4313 Bridgaa
431( street Lighting 14 4, 100 3,924 4,100
4319 other
SANITATION xxxxxxxkx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX sckxxxxxxx
4321-432] Admin. 4 Solid Maat*
collection
4334 Solid Haste Dispoaal 11 69,326 69,561 70,582
4325 solid Waste Clean-4ip
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Prior Tear xriE^'Et, IUCO**{ZKDBD
1 II




xiucxxxkxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX ixxxxxxxxx
4331-4332 Adinln. and Water servlcaa
4335-4339 Hater TreatlDant,
Coneervation 4 other
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX




435, Other Electric coote
HEALTH xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4411-4414 Adain. and Peat control 115
4415-4,1, Health AgencieB 4
BoapitalB 1 Other 14 3,640 3,394 3 , 450
WELFARE xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4441-444.
Aaeiotance
14 21,643 7, 126 16,795
4,4, Intergoverrunental Welfare
Payi&ente
,445-444, Vendor paymente 4 other
CULTURE t
RECREATION
xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxk
4520-4525 Farlu 4 Recreation
14 16,377 19.473 16. 002
4550-4559 Library 12 26,276 25, 594 27,223
4563 Patriotic porpoflee 14 500 679 500
4599 Other Culture 4 Recreation
13 17,000 )9. 162 70. 027
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX Jcxxxxxxxx
4611-4(13 AdoLiniatration 4 Purcbasee
of Hatural Rasourcee






DEBT EBRVICE XXXJCXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX
4111 Princ.- Long Term Bonda 4
4721 Interest-Long Term Bonds 6
Note*
4723 14 10.000 15. M" 15,000
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4790-«7SS Other Debt Service
CAPITAL OUTLAI xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx
4901 Land
490J Machinery, Vehiclee t
Equipment
«03 Buiidingo - Recyclinc 29,215
4909 laproveaiente Other Than
Buildings 9/13 7,000 2,000
OPERATING CRAKSFERS
OUT
xXxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
4912 To special Revenue Fund
4913 TO Capital Projects Fund





4915 To capital Reserve Fund
4916 To Expendable Trust Funds
(except Bealth Maintenance
Truat Fund)
4917 To Health Maintenance
Tnaot Fund
4916 To Nonexpendable Trust
Funds
4919 To Agency Funds
SXJBTOTAI. 1 740,512 776,675 789,574
If you have a line item of appropriations from more than one warrant article,









Budget - Town of GREENFIELD MS-6
••SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
Special warrant articles are defined in RSA 32: 3, VI, as appropriations 1) in petitioned warrant
articles; 2) appropriations raised by bonds or notes; 3) appropriating to a separate fund
created pursuant to law, such as capital reserve funds or trusts funds; or 4) an appropriation
designated on the warrant as a special article or as a nonlapsing or nontransferable article.
.












4902 Fire Truck 4 175,000
4909 Land Purchase 3 125,000
^r^^ , .«-»... XXXXXXXXX xxxxxxjqa? 300,000 5CX3«X3CXXXX
INDIVIDUAL WARRANT ARTICLES**
"Individual" warrant articles are not necessarily the same as "special warrant articles". An example
of an individual warrant article might be negotiated cost items for labor agreements or items of a
one time nature you wish to address individually.














4210 2nd Police Office: 7 30,129
4902 Police Cruiser '6 25,000
4902 Sander 15 8,700
4909 CDBG 16 2,000
4909 Blueprint plans 17 4,000
kxxjocxx3nc XXXXXJCJtXX 69,829 stxxxxxxxxx
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TAXES kxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3120 Land Use change Taxes 1,000 877 1,000
3180 RSBldent Taxes
31iS Yield Taiea 20,000 13,572 20,000
3ia< Paynant In Lieu of Taxee 55,000 58,121 55,000
3169 Other Taxes 1,963
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent
Taxas 45.000 66.785 65.000
Inventory Penalties
LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES XXXXXXXXX Xxscxxxxxx jcxxkxxxxx
321D Business Licensss i Permite
1 '^1 '^ 2 f^T'S 1 "^7^
3220 Hotor vehicle permit Fees 110,000 139,613 130,000
3230 Building Permits 1,500 2,280 1, 500
3290 other Licenses, Permite 4 Fees 1,505 1,874 1,575
3311-3319 FROM FEDERAL <£9I'^&S^^ 22,280 16,981 30,710
FROM STATE icxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXX3CXXXX
3351 Shared Revenuee 35,000 67,338 35,000
3352 Heale 4 Roooa Tax Distribution
3353 Highway Block Grant 50,089 48,010 50,648
3354 Water Pollution Grant
3355 Bousing 4 coomunity &evelopaent
3356 State 4 Federal Forest Land
Reimbureement
3357 Flood control Reimbursement
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) 6,755 6,54 8 7,242
S]7> FROM OTBER GOVERKMENTS CTY 5,000
CBARGES FOR SERVICES iotxxxxxxx kxXXJCKXXX itxxxxxXxx
3401-3406 Incoaie from Oepartmante 3,565 7 ,452 3,500
3409 Other Charges
MISCEUJUIKOUS REVEWTBS kxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX xxxxitjcxxx
3501 sal* of Municipal proparty 3,200 5,750 3,675
»02 Zntareat on ZnTaataants
3.000 10,891 10,000
3503-3509 othar 7,000 29,609 7,000
23
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39i: From Special Revenue FundB
3913 Free cepitel Projects Fumle





3915 Proa Capital Reserve Funds 6,600 6,600
3916 From Troflt t Aqency Funda 3,575 3 ,871 3,575
OTHER FIHANCING SOURCES 3CXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXX
3934 yroc.from Long Term Bonda & Holes 300,000





TOTAL REVENUES t, CREDITS 438,850 490,771 792, 100
**BUDGET SUMMARY**
OBTOTAL > aiin» J (froa pa^a 3) 759,445
nmoTAI. 2 •i>Mial varraat artlolaa ««cn— aadad (froa pa«a <) 300,000
OBTOIAL 3 -ladlTidaal- warrant artlolas »ann»anilafl (tna paja «) 69,829
1,129,274
I,aasi Jvout of latlaatad uraaaM t cradita (froa akova) 792,100




Summary Inventory of Valuation
Of the Town of Greenfield in Hillsborough County
Land under Current Use (at Current Use values) 1,445,854.








Elderly Exemption Allowed (9) 232,200
Physically Handicapped Exemptions (1) 330,950.
Blind Exemptions (1) 15,000
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 80,081,782








TAX RATE PER $1,000. 23.04 23.79
OF VALUATION












March 1 1 , 1 997 TOWN ELECTIONS
Modtlng was caltod to order by Moderator, Peter Hopkins, at 1 0:00 a.m. to act on Artide 1 of the
Warrant - election of Town Offlclais for the ensuing year, also Article 1 B to vote on proposed
anoendmen* to the Zoning Ordinance and Adoption of RSA 72:39-b.
Pledgeof Allegiance was led t}y Bob Geiset. Moderator read the first article of the warrant, the
rennalnder to be read when Town Meeting reconvenes on Friday, (i^larch 14, 1997 at 7 p.m. Checklist
was read by Linda Dodge, supervisor of the checklist with 829 names.
Polts opened at 10:00 a.m. and closed at 7 p.m. after which the balkits were counted 148 baKots were
cast.
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS: David Hedstrom received 134 votes, therefore David Hedstrom
elected for the ensuing three years.
TOWN CLERK FOR THREE YEARS: Frances F. Kendall received 141 votes, therefore Frances F.
KafKlall elected for the ensuing three years.
TOWN TREASURER FOR ONE YEAR: Virginia H. Hiliegass received 135 votes, therefore Virginia
H. Hiliegass elected for the ensuing year.
FIRE CHIEF FOR ONE YEAR: James Conway received 133 votes, therefore James Conway
elected for the ensuing year.
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR THREE YEARS: Irene Ewing received 138 votes, therefore Irene Ewfaig
elected for the ensuir)g three years.
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS FOR THREE YEARS: J. Robert Pteurde received 135 votes,
therefore J. Robert Plourde elected for the ensuing three years.
BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for two) Robert C. Gelsel. Jr. received 142
votes ; and John Hopkins received 10 write in votes, therefore Robert C. Gelsel, Jr. and John
Hopkins elected for the ensuing three years.
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR THREE YEARS: (Vote for two) Bob Caron received 128 votes
and Jean D. Cemota received 1 23 votes, therefore Bob Caron and Jean D. Cemota elected for the
ensuing three years.
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR TWO YEARS : (Vote for one) Marilyn Fletcher received 131
votes, therefore Marilyn Fletcher elected for the ensuing two years.
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER FOR ONE YEAR: (Vote for two) John Hopkins received 126 votes
;
DonaM R. WInskw received 126 votes, therefore John Hopldns and Donakl WInsk>w elected for the
ensuing year.
TOWN AUDITORS: There were a kM of ^ite In but no one with suffk;lent number to be elected.
Therefore two auditors w(fl have to be appointed.
Artk^ IB - Proposed Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance.
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Number 1 - Are you In favor of estaWlsWng the Greer^fleW Building Code as a seperMe ordinance as
proposed by the Selectmen by adopting nationally recognized codes plus relevant material from
Section VI of the Zoning Ordinance of Greenfield, NH7
(The Greenfield Planning Board Is In favor of the Amendment)
YES 109 NO 37
Number 2- Under RSA 72:39^ "ShaH we modify the eiderty exemptions from property tax In the
Town of Greenfleid, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as fodows:
* for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000.00;
* for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $^,000.00;
* for a person 80 years of age or older $60,000.00;
To qualiiy, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for ai least 5 years, own real
estate Indh/tduaHy or Jointly, or If the real estate Is owned by such person's spouse, they must have
been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net Income of not more than
$13,500.00, or If married, a combined net income of less than $20,400.00; and own net assets not in
excess of $35,000.00."
YES 122 NO 24
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TOWN MEETING - 1997
GREENFIELD, NH
Town Meeting reconvened on March 14, 1997, at 7:00 p.m. Moderator, Peter Hopkins, read the State
of the Ballot. Before continuing he stated that since there is so few people present that If the
Assemt>(y wished they could ask the meeting l>e recessed and hekl at a later date, all In the Assemt>ly
wanted to continue. Next the moderator reviewed the house rules as follows: 1. Those wishir>g to
smoke must do so outside. 2. Unless otherwise directed at l)eginnir>g of the meeting articles wBI be
presented In the order which they have been published In the warrant. 3. Anyone wishing to speak to
an artKle, please wait to be recognized than stand and state name so all in the assembly wM know
who is speaking. 4. Any person wishing to speak to a motion a second lime should wait unto those
wlio wish have had a change to speak a first time. 5. Every artKle shouki have a fair hearing
therefore nnotkxis to passover an article before this has happer^ wis rx>t be accepted. 6. Group or
individual who have sponsored an artk^ will be csdted on to talk to the article first. 7. Once a proper
vote has been taken on an article and assembly has moved on to next artkJe, motkxi wlH not be
accepted to reconskier prevkxis artk^. 8. In order to assure proper vote count when there Is a
questkxi of the plurality of a voice vole a show of hands will be caUed for. Please use the "yes" or
"no" cards provided at this time. 9. Once a motkm is made on an artk^, I will second It ar>d get It on
thefkxM". 10. Lastly If anyone wants to change these mles, they may do so now, Rk^y Westk>n, of
the Highway Department, asked that artk^les partaining to that department be presented first, these
being artkles 8, 9,&1 0.
Artk:te 2: Motion made and seconded to hear the reports of agents, auditors, starKiing committees, or
other offk;ers heretofore chosen ar>d to pass any vote relative thereto. Vote hi the affirmative.
Article 8: Motkx> made and seconded to see If the municipality will vote to raise ar>d approprl^e the
sum of Two hundred flUy-one thousand, thirty-one dollars ($251 ,031) to support the Highway
Department or take any actk>n relative thereto. Davki Hedstrom, Selectman, moved thart the totad to
be raise and appropriated In this artk:;le be changed to $249,731 , the reason being a change In Dfte
Item Emptoyee Benefits from $17,988 to $16,688 because of recent change In number of empk^yee
covered. Robert Geisel, Budget Committee asked in retrospect proposed an overall 1% thartk you
merit kv^reese for aH town empk>yees, this would be both part time, and full time. It was asked that
this change be appropriated In each budget as It comes up. Motion made arKi seconded to kicrease
$1 ,000 dollars to Highway Departmerrt budget, making the total Two hurKlred fifty thousar>d, seven
hundred thirty-one dollars ($250,731 ) or lake any adk)n rel^lve thereto. Vote in the affirma^ for
total budget of $250,731 ..
Artide9: Motion made and seconded to see If the munk^pallty wffl vote to raise and appropriate TVm
thousartd dollars ($2,000) for a road survey to be conducted the the University of New Hampshire
CivU Engineering department. This survey wouki evakiate all of our town roads. Rk^k Weston
explained that this is part of the Civil Engineering students project for graduating, other towrvs are
doing this and sounds Hke a good klea. They wIN sunray and give kleas of wtiat shouki be done first.
Vote In the affirmative.
Artk^le 10: Motkm made arKi seconded to see If the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Sixty-nine thousand, three hundred twenty-six dollars ($69,326) to support the Recycling
Center or take any actk>n relative thereto. Wnton Recycling went up about $2,000, we doni have
much control over this txidget. Motion made arxl secorKied to amend the budget to add $224
to reflect the 1% wage Increase make the article read $69,550, vote In the affirmative on amerKied
artk^.
Artk^3: Motktn made and seconded to see If the munk;lpality wiH vote to adopt the provfsior» of
RSA 202-A:4-d authorizing the library trustees to acce;^ gifts of persorul property, other than money,
whk:h nrtay t>e offered to the RtMrary for any pubHc purpose, provWed ho^^ever, that no acceptar)oe of
personal property by the llt>rary trustees shall be deemed to bind the town or the library trustees to
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raiie, spproprlate or expend any publie funtls fof !f» epefartton. malnJenance, rej»lr, or reptecement
of such personal property. And further to require that prior to the acceptance of any such gift, valued
at over $5,000., the puWte library trustees shall hoW a pulMic hearing on the proposed acceptance."
This authorization shall remain In effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting or take any
action relative thereto. V<^e in the affimiative.
Article 4: Motion made and seconded to see If the municipality will vole to create an expendable
general fund, trust fund under the provisions of RSA 31 :1&-A, to be known as the War Memorial
Maintenance Fund, for the purpose of maintaining the AH Wars Memorial. This fund wouM be
established from contributions received in excess of the origirtal expense of the project. The amount
is Two hUTKlred thirty-two dollars ($232.00) The Selectmen are hereby named as agents to expend
from this trust fund. (Recommended by ti>e Selecunen). Vote in the affirmative.
Artk;te 5: MotkHi made and seconded to see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the
amount of Seventy-one thousand, Seventy-six dollars ($71 ,076) to support the PoBoe Department or
take any action relalive thereto. Amendment made and seconded to raise \i\ts amourH to kidude the
1% merit raise for all employees bringing the total to be raised arKi appropriated to Seventy-orM
IhousarKi, seven hundred fifty-one dollars ($7 1 ,751 ) this woukl include the 1% pay increase for the
second fun time officer. Vote In the affirmative on amended article.
Article 6: Motion made and seconded to see If the nnunlcipality will V(^e to raise and appropriate the
sum oi Twenly-eight thousand Nine hundred Iwiienly-three dollars ($28,923) to support a second full
time polk;eman wHh Twenty-two thousand, two hundred eighty dollars ($22,280) to be received In
federal grants or take any action relative thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
Ailicle 7: Motion made and seconded to see if the municipality will vole to raise and appropriate the
sum of Forty-nine thousand, three hur>dred eighty-three doHars ($49,383) to support the Fko
Department or take any action relative thereto. Amendment proposed to raise Chlers salary from
$750 to $800. a little more than 1% but he hasnl received a raise in several years. This brings the
total to Forty-nine thousand, four hundred thirty-Uvee dollars ($43,433) Vote In the afflrmatlvd on
amended artk^..
Artk;le 1 1 : Motion made and seconded to see if the municipafity will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Twenty-six thousand, two hundred seventy-six dollars ($28,276) to support the Stephenson
Memorial Library or take any action relative thereto. Robert Pk>urde proposed an amertdment to raise
the library budget by $450 to the present amount, making total $26,726. The purpose of this
aiTterKlment Is to upgrade library services by provkling internet capability. $450 to be aflocaled as
foHows:
1. Nine months Internet provkier $180.
2. Safesurf software 30.
3. Add 12MB to library computer 240.
Amendment voted in the affirmaiive. Proposed adding $1 64 as a 1% nterlt wage increase bringing
the total to $26,890. Vote In the affirmative on amended article.
Artk^12: Motk)n made and seconded to see If the munk^ipaiity wUI vote to raise and appropriate
Fifteen Thousand dollars ($1 5,000) for the support of the Recreation Department. Thirteen thousand
dollars ($13,000) to be raised through taxes and Two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be raised through
fees and charges or take any actk>n relative thereto. Amendment proposed to add $90 as a 1% merit
raise for emptoyees, making total $1 5,090. Vote in the affimnative on amended artk;)e.
Artfele 1 3: Motkxi made and seconded to see if the munk^ipality will vote to raise and appropriate Five
Thousand dollars ($5,000) for a skateboarding park al Oak Parte. This a]k>cation is contingent upon
receiving a grant from tiio county government In the amount of Five thousarvi dollars ($5,000) or take
any acUon thereto. Vote in the affirmative.
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Artlcie 1 4: Motion mado and seconded to see If the munlcipailty will vote to raise and appropflate the
sum of Two hundred thirty-rive thousand, six hundred thirty-seven dollars ($235,637) for the operation
and maintenance of town property. Two hundred thirty-three thousand, six hundred thirty-seven
dollars ($233,637) to tie raised through appropriations and Two thousand dollars ($2,000) through
fees raised by Oak Park or take any action relative ttiereto. Proposed changes, Tirte Item Executive be
lowered to $51 ,852, Line Hem Conservation be Increased to $1490 and then proposed 1% wage
Increase amendment adding $61 3 brings total to $235,61 5. Vole on amertdment In the afTirmalive.
Article 15: Motion made and seconded to see If the town is in favor of having the selectmen obtain
quotes for the 1998 town meeting based on the projects as outttrted in the Buflding Study
Committee's report or take any actkxi relative thereto. There was a vote to do one project at a time or
to do them all at same time. The Committee rated the projects as to short term. Intermediate and long
term, it was established that something must t>e done about aOocating the Police Department, as a
prkxity, number of suggestions have kteen made, it was voted to have the committee go ahead and
get specifics about amour\t of money ^kJ options we might have to complete the projects outlined in
the Bulkjing Study Committee report. Vote in the afr«rmative 50/50 afl/arid or a portion of the project at
a time.
Artk^le 16: Motk>n made and seconded to transact any other business that may legally come before
this meeting. Vote In the afTirmative.
Meeting adjourned 8:45 p.m.
Respectively submitted.
Frances F. Kendall, Town Clerk
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Budget Itera Appropriation Expended Balance Overdraft
Executive $51,868 $52,569 $701
Elections & Vit. Sta $10,130 $8,864 $1,266
Planning k Zoning $5,405 $5,320 $85
Legal $4,000 $1,089 $2,911
Financial Admin. $21,270 $18,356 $2,914
Gen. Gov. Bldg. $23,860 $26,415 $2,555
Cemeteries $3,575 $4,330 $755
Insurance $10,083 $11,813 $1,730
Adv. & Reg. Ass. $2,275 $2,271 $4
Ambulance $15,444 $15,444
Other Gen. Gov. $24,350 $22,234 $2,116
Police $100,538 $102,753 $2,215
Fire $49,436 $51,189 $1,753
Bldg. Insp. $3,110 $1,930 $1,180
Highway $250,327 $256,319 $5,992
Street Light $4,100 $3,924 $176
Waste Disposal $69,577 $69,561 $16
Animal Control $115 $0 $115
Health Agencies $3,395 $3,394 $1
Welfare Admin. $21,655 $7,126 $14,529
Park & Playgrounds $16,377 $19,473 $3,096
Library $26,886 $25,594 $1,292
Patriotic Purposes $500 $679 $179
Recreation $15,000 $13,381 $1,619
Oak Park $2,000 $5,631 $3,631
Conservation $1,490 $504 $986
Int. on Tan Note $10,000 $15,147 $5,147
Improv. Other $7,000 $1,574 $5,426
$753,766 $746,884 $34,636 $27,754
Net Balance $6,882
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BALANCE SHEET AS OF DECEMBER 31 , 1997
Assets.
Cash on hand December 31, 1997 $ 80,865.71
Uncollected Taxes 1997 232,763.16
Uncollected Taxes pror years 3..5.2..r84_4 ,33
Total Assets 666,473.20
Liabilities
Due to ConVal January through June $586,467.00




SCHEDULE OF TOUN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land & Buildings 416,750.
Town Hall, Furniture & Equipment 10,000,
Library, Land & Building 162,200
Library, Contents 40,000
Fire Station, Land & Building 220,450,
Fire Station, Furniture & Equipment 223,442,
Town Offices, Land & Building 111,250,
Town Offices, Furniture & Equipment 35,000,
Department of Public Works Building 86,650
Department of Public Works Equipment 199,500
Police Department 23,600
Recreation Field & Playground Equipment 72,100
Savage Place (99.2 acres) 55,850
Cemetery Land 310,800
Town Recycling Center, Land & Buildings 79,200
Zephyr Lake Beach Property 17,900
Leroy Hopkins land, ROW Sunset Lake 10,000
Sunset Lake Beach 163,750
Fleck Memorial Land 9,250
Oak Park Fairgrounds 210,650
Shea Cemetery 200
Oak Park Fairgrounds Buildings 35,000
Gravel Bank W/S of Rt . 31, .6 Acres 20,050
Koch/Brown Land, Slip Road, 34.62 Acres 36,000
Kanner Land, Zephyr Lake Road 15,300
LAND ACQUIRED BY TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
Tax Map
Location
R 1 , 33 L & D Parker Lot, 2.1 Acres 3,550
R 7, 35 Miner Road Triangle, .2 Acres 8,950
R 4 , 68 Abbott Lot, Meadow land, 5.7 acres 4,700
R 3, 41 Teng Lot, Cavender Road, 37 Acres 33,414
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
Mason & Rich Professional Association conducted a mini-
audit of the Town of Greenfield. There official report
was not available before the publication of this report




REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Ending 12-31-97
RECEIPTS:
Auto Permit Fees $ 138 ,895.00
Title Filing Fees 536.00
Dog License Fees 1 ,234.00
Late Fees 80.00
Penalties 60.00
Candidate Filing Fees 4.00
Articles of Agreement Filing 5.00
Marriage License Fees 315.00
Search/Certified Copies 133.00
UCC Filing Fees 391.00
UCC Search And Copy Fees 136.50
Federal Lien Filing Fees 15.00
Copy 1.00




.lected & Transmitted $ 142 / 141.55
(971.00)
"I hereby Certify that this is a true report of receipts and
tramsmittals during the year of 1997."





DEBITS LEW OF 1997 LEVY OF 1996
UNCOLLECTED TAXES 1/1/1997
PROPERTY TAXES 232,763.16
LAND USE CHANGE 0.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 688.98
TAXES COMMITTED IN 1997
PROPERTY TAXES 1,902,151.03
LAND USE CHANGE 1,237.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 13,572.26
TAXATION OF COSTS 7,432.27
ELDERLY DEFERRAL 5,689.97
OVERPAYMENTS
PROPERTY TAXES 4,358.71 95.72
TIMBER YIELD TAXES .03
INTEREST COLLECTED 2,191.54 17,145.75
PENALTIES
RETURNED CHECK FEES 30.00 30.00
TOTAL DEBITS 1,936,662.81 250,723.61
CREDITS
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER
PROPERTY TAXES 1,657,371.02 232.858.88
LAND USE CHANGE 877.00
TIMBER YIELD TAXES 13,572.29 688.98
INTEREST 2,191.54 17,145.75

















TAX LIEN 1997 200,917.21
INTEREST AND COSTS 4,605.70
TOTAL DEBITS 205,522.91








LIENS DEEDED TO TOWN
UNREDEEMED BAL 12/31/1997 144,910.63
TOTAL CREDITS
54,597.69 52,844.15 47,679.42 15,173.69




05,522.91 191,897.93 152,306.21 28,569.58
A LIST CONTAINING THE NAMES AND AMOUNTS OF UNPAID TAXES AND
UNREDEEMED TAX LIENS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1997 IS AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC
VIEWING AT THE TOWN OFFICES DURING REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS.
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STATE OF HEW BAMPSUIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 1122
COtJCORB, tm 03302-1122 .")
PHONE (603)271-3397 //,
MS-2
REPORT OF APPROPRIATIONS ACTUALLY VOTED
(RSA 21-J:34)
DATE OF MEETING: Muruh 14, 1997
TOWN/CITY! r.reenfield COUNTY: Hillsborough
Mailing Address: ^0 Box 25G
qrooifipiri WH C\Wi7
PHONE #: 547-3442 E-MAIL:
PAX # ; 547-301)4
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(To be completed Afzer Annuel or Special Heeting)
This is to certify that the information contained in this form, appropriations actually
yfiifid by the town/city meeting, wae taken from official records and i3 complete to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
GOVERKING BODY ^Selectmen^
Please sign in ink.




Penalty: Failure to file within 20 days after each meeting at which
appropriations were voted may result in a $5.00 per day penalty for each











roi- UAe B; Dept.
of R«w.
CiwiRAi. o«v«!ft«»ffl»rr kicxkii'jKkkit' jcxjotittxjtxx
4nO-<139 exeeuUve
14 -fi^-frCP-- ^.H/^/
*140-4M9 Election, R65.t Vital 3to--lo-.lc=
14 l^rtW- ^^^9.^
<1»0-*1JI ri.. = .ivl<.l *J...i.iI.t;<.tior. 14 21,270




4191>tl93 Planning i Zoning
14 5, ins






4131 Advertialng i Regional Kiacc.
14 2 77=;
4199 Other General Govemmsnt
14 24,350
PUBLIC SAFETY xxxixxxxxx Sfuixxijcit'xkx
4310.4214 police 5/6 WW-frM ^^^(i,-rd
4215-4219 AmtfUlance
14 15.444
4:2«-4:29 rire 7 ^OJIM ^9a^^
4140-4349 eullaing Inopoctlon 14 3,110
4290-4296 Exersancy Hanageraent
4299 othac- public Safety (including
Coeianlcationa
)




BICHV(A7S AHD STREETS kxxxxxxxx kxxxxxxxx
4311 Adoinietratlon
8 8MUa7- ^-,-7^^?/
4313 aiqnvaya and streata
4313 Bclagae .
43ie straat Lighting 14 4,100
4J19 other - -
SAMIIATION xixxxxjrxxji jcxxxixxxxx
43:1 i ACcLnla^ration
4313 Solid Maate Collection
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MS-2






ror Us* By &«pt.
*
q£ Rev.
41)4 Solid WA«ea Dli[>o»aL 10 -€^,577 ^ ^.-r 'S"•~;>^
.3J5 flolLd Waete Clean-up - -
43:S-43?9 eawage Collection 4 DiBpcoal ( otho? .
HATER DISTRIBUTION ( JOOC^XXXXX ikxxkxxxxx
4331 AdmlnlBtratLon _
4332 Water Eac/icas
4335-4333 Water Txoatratnt, cenecrvation ( other
ELECTRIC xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
4351 Ad-Tinlotratlon - -
4352 Gen<irot,Aon
4353 Purcnaee Coeta
4334 Zl««ric Equipment Maintenanco
4359 O^her El»etrlc Codtfl _




4415-4419 Baaith Agenciod £ Boopitalg t Otner 14 •1?qs
heltarje; kxxxjcxxxx ^XXXXSOiX
4441-4442 Aiiolniatretion ( Direct AeaiBtanea
14 &4;C!j5- ^/ 7:3 Si
4444 Intergoverrunantal Welfare Paymenta
4445.4449 Vendor poynienta i Other -
CULTURE fi RECREATION jcxx^iixxxjc xxxxxxxxx






4519 other Cliltura fi Recreacior. 12/K iT^flAe— Hem
CONSERVATION xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx
44U-4412 fcdninlatratlon s Purchaoefl ol H.ituraL
Kgaaurcev M 1,490
4«19 Otnar uonii«t votion
4831-4*32 REDEVELOPMENT C HOUSIHQ .
4t5i-4«iu ECOHOMZC SBVEI^PHBHT -
SeBT SERVICE xxxxxxxxx kxxxxxxxx 1
47U 1 iTinc.- Long T«nn Bonde & Notai - - 1
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ln!:tr«at.Long Ttm Bondi ( Notaa -
4123 Interoit. on T«r *nc.lelp«clon Notes
14 10,000
«790.I799 Othar 0«bt 6arwlc« .
CAPITAL OUTLAY xxx.ikxkxxx xxxxxitkxx 1
4901 Land & Inpravamanta
4902 Hac;hln«ry. Vehicles & C^ulpaepc . -
490) fiuildinga - -
4905 Improvaaante Other Than Bulldlngn
9/13 7.000
OPERATING TRAKSrERS OUT JOtxx^acxjdi xxkxi0c5ooc
4912 To spaclal pavenue Fund - -
4913 To Capital Projact* fund . .





4915 To capital Raaarva rund - -
,fl
<91S To Kxp«ndahl« Trust Funds {«xeapt
B««lth Maintananca Trust Fund)
d
4917 To GaAlttt Hsintansnce Trust Fund - -
4916 To Konnicxiondable Trust Funds _
4919 To Agency Funds
TOTAL VOTED APPROPRIATIONS yj-S^^L^:^^
SPECIAL NOTES FOR COMPLETING THE MS-2 FORM
This form must contain all the appropriations passed at an annual or
special meeting. Combine all the approved and amended appropriations from
pages 1 - 3 of the MS-6 posted budget form (pages 1 - 6 of the MS-7 for those
municipalities which have adopted a budget committee ) . List the appropriate
warrant article number in the Warr.Art.# column.
Do not cross off any accounts to enter your ovra titles- We have
included the entire chart of accounts for reporting purposes. Please call us
if you have any questions or need help in classifying any of your approved
appropriations.




Treasurer's Statement ot Receipts — Fiscal Year 19§7
i. From Local Taxes
2. Payment- in Lieu of Ta;:es
3. Town t';lerk








5. Federal Grant Payment's Rec '
d
pDlice-2nd Full Time Officer
FEMA
6. Revenue from State
Shared Revenue Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax


















9. Insurance — Dividens & Reimb's
Liability Insurance Dividend
Insurance Claim-Bldg Damage
10. Interfund Operating TRansfers-In
From Cemetary Fund
From Oak Park Fund
Capital Res.- Mtg house roof
11. Tax Anticipation Note































2 , 307 . 57
18,245.00
3,870,56
6 , 380 . 62









20 , 387 . 37
20,552.57
16,851.18




Cash on Hand January 1, 1997 104,843.87
Total Cash Receipts 3,356,544.53
Total Expenses (3,380,527.69)
Ending Balance 80,865.71
Bank Balances on 12/31/97
Primary Bank - Money Market 65,496.77
Primary Bank Checking 1,424.76
Granite Bank Checking 274.58
N.H.PDIP 13,669.60
Ending Cash Balance 80,865.71
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SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
General Government, Executiv/e 52,569.
Elections, Registrations, Town Clerk 8,864.
Financial Administration 18,356.
Legal Expenses 1 ,089
.
Planning and Zoning 5,320.









Department of Public Uorks 256,319.












Interest TAN Notes 15,147.
TAN Notes 1,000,000.
Taxes bought by Town 200,217,
School District 1,458,423.
County Payments 140,833.
1995 Accounts Payable 17,500.
Elderly Deferred Lien 5,690.


















Balance or (overdraft) (701.)
ELECTIONS, REGISTRATIONS, TOWN CLERK
1 O , 1 30Appropriation
Elections Salaries 520.
Town Clerk Salary 1 ,788.
Fees 3,722.







Meals for Officials 236
Vital Statistics 838
Total 8.864





Tax Collector Salary 4 ,330
Fees 2 ,964
Employee Benefits 659
Accounting Services 2 ,439
Assessors 3 ,032











Balance or (overdraft) 2,911.
PLANNING & ZONING
Appropriation 5 , 405
.
Clerical - PB 275.
Clerical - ZBA 352.
Employee Benefits 27
.
PB - Legal 1 ,547.
ZBA - Legal 980.
Advertising - PB 477.
Advertising - ZBA 243.
Postage - PB 212.
Postage - ZBA 166.
Publications - PB 200.













Repairs & Maintenance 17,375.
Supplies 822.
Total 26.415-
































































































Radio Maint ./Repair 160.
Fuel 2,212.
Personal Equipment 1 ,442.
Highway Safety Patrol -0-
DARE Program 1,588.
Total 102.753.





















Radio Maint ./Repair 2,233.
Gasoline 1,028.
Miscellaneous 1,956.
Forest Fire Equipment 120.
Forest Fire Prevention 180.
Expense Reimbursement 4,492.
Forest Fire Reimbursement O.
Equipment 5,988.
Total 51.189.




Wages, Building Inspector 1,166.
Employee Benefits 89.
Dues & Subscriptions 150.
General Supplies -0-.




DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UORKS
Appropriation
Wages, Full Time 80,051.
Wages, Part Time 3,400.










Plow & Sander Repair 3,630.
Vehicle Insurance 2,760.
Gasoline 6,613.
Vehicle Maint ./Lubricants . 2,062.
Miscellaneous 3,945.
Sand and Salt 17,995.





















Wages, Recycling 20 ,092
Part-Time Wages 318
Employee Benefits fe ,323
Telephone -0-
Wilton Recycling Center 40 ,213
Electricity 133









Balance or (overdraft) O-
HEALTH AGENCIES
Appropriation 3 , 395 .
Expended 3,394.
Total 3,394.



















Balance or (overdraft) (523.)
LIBRARY
Appropriation 26 , 886
Uages 15 ,923





Dues and Subscriptions 200
Education 1 ,450
Postage 120
New Library Materials 3,800.
Total 25.594












Little League Insurance 128
Contract Services 200
Little League Insurance 250

















































Balance or (overdraft) 5,426.
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Three powerful forces have struck Greenfield over the
past few months. On JUly 3rd, a tornado tore through
the northwestern part of town, destroying our recycling
shed and the sawmill on Bennington Road. In January,
two ice storms leveled power lines and some homes were
without electrical power for a week. A more subtle,
yet just as powerful, force arrived on November 7th &
7th in the forro of PLAN NH, an association of
professionals involved in community development. They
offer free design assistance to communities with "built
environment" problems such as the vacant and partially
vacant buildings in our village
.
The tornado and ice storms tested our emergency
management skills. PLAN NH will test our resolve to
make Greenfield a better town.
The village is the core of the community. It
represents the community's history and its values. Old
New England villages were designed in the days of horse
drawn wagons and they met the needs of the pedestrian,
but they are not friendly to the high speed automobiles
of today, prompting economic activities to move away
from the village. The village center starts to decay.
When the center decays, the entire town decays. There
is no way we can accept that so a visit from PLAN NH
was requested. They arrived in November for a two day
visit, made an intensive review of the village center
and, with the help of town citizens and officials, made
recommendations as to how Greenfield's village could be
revitalized.
The PLAN NH recommendations include substantial costs.
However, grant money is available which hopefully will
cover much of the financial burden. We can expect
professional help from the Southwest Region Planning
Commission and the Office of State Planning. In short,
the project is doable and has our full commitment.
In the meantime, the Board continues to address
problems and challenges associated with the day to day
operation of the town. Fortunately, or employees are
very dedicated and very cost conscious . Problems and
costs are kept to a minimum which has resulted in a
relatively flat tax rate for the Town's portion over
the past four years
.
We had a major personnel change this past year when
Adele Gagnon resigned her position of Administrative
Assistant to accept employment on the island of St.
Croix in the Carribbean. A Greenfield native, Adele
gave the town ten years of dedicated & commendable
service. Our new Administrative Assistant is Debbie
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Nutting from Temple. She was Temple's AA for many
years and brings considerable experience to the
Greenfield position.
In closing, we thank those citizens serving on town
committees, boards and other positions (such as the
Fire Department and Rescue Squad) for their dedicated
service to the town. Small towns can only operate with
the help of volunteers. We are truly appreciative of
their time and energies. We'd especially like to
recognize Bob Plourde, Bob Smith and Jim Crabtree for
their efforts as Cemetery Trustees and Trustees of the
Trust Funds. These two positions require considerable
work and it has been difficult to find individuals that
could spare that much time. Two years ago, these three
gentlemen accepted the challenge and after many, many
manhours, the books have been brought up to date and
procedures have been established to smooth the
operation of these two complex tasks . To them and all
our volunteers, a very sincere thank you.





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
1997
Who would have believed we'd be plowing snow the
beginning of November. New England winters are so
unpredictable
.
This summer numerous roads were ditched for better
drainage this coming spring.
On Gould Hill the DPW tried a new process called "chip
seal". This is longer lasting than tarring and sanding
and gives a better wear service plus traction surface.
More roads will be done next year.
Part of Muzzey Hill was ditched, widened, culverts
installed and regravelled for better accessability
.
This summer or spring we'll be grinding up old hot top
on a section of East Road and Mountain Road, reapply as
a base, and then hot top again. The grinding will avoid
the application of a 1-1/2" base coat, saving money and
time. This will greatly help with plowing and flow of
traffic.
We will continue to grade, gravel, ditch, and do
roadside mowing in the upcoming months.





TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS AND CEMETERY TRUSTEES
1997
Again this year most of our efforts have been primarily
devoted to the Greenvale Cemetery. The year started
with our lacking burial records for all of the 1990's.
Many letters were sent to our Cemetery Custodian to get
copies of the Burial Permits with little response. Mr.
Phillip Woodbury tendered his resignation as Cemetery
Custodian in July.
Matt Brissatt of Hillsborough was appointed Cemetery
Custodian to take the place of Phil Woodbury. Matt has
held the same position in Hillsborough and from all
reports he has done well.
Seven Flowering Crabtrees were planted randomly
throughout Greenvale Cemetery early in the season, and
they are doing well. We will be planting seven more in
the same manner in 1998. Also in 1998 we will be
removing all of the wooden parts on the fence on the
north side. We will also seek a craftsman to repair the
wall and gates on the Forest Road Side.
As has been the policy in the past, education grants
were awarded as stipulated in the trust funds.
For an accounting of those funds that are held in trust,
please see the official accounting as required by the







TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
1997
RECEIPTS




1990 Town Hall Roof Fund CD
matured 6,620.79
W/D Charles Hopkins Memorial
Tree Fund interest 450,00
W/D Belcher Scholarship
Interest 4,800,00
W/D Cemetery Fund CD Interest 2,370,00
Bank fees recovered 42.00
Total $ 15,964.79
PAYMENTS
Planting of trees at
Greenvale Cemetery $ 450.00
College scholarships 4,789.00
Reimburse Town for cemetery
care 3,870.56
Reimburse Town for Town Hall
roof repairs 6,600.OO
Total * 15,709.56
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In the year of 1997 the Stephenson Memorial Library
went on-line vith their computer. At first the library
was only connected with the state library in Concord.
This enabled the librarian to locate books for patrons
with greater speed. During the summer of 1997 the
computer was connected to Monadnet and now can surf the
world wide web. Both the librarian and the assistant
to the librarian have taken classes on how to operate
the computer and how to go on the web.
The library once again supported a summer reading
program for the children of Greenfield. The Little Red
wagon from UNH came at the end of the program in
August. The elementary school children continue to
visit the library weekly to check out books and listen
to Mrs. Stone read to them.
This year the library has cataloged 414 new books which
were acquired as gifts from friends of the library or
purchased by the library. The library also continues
to purchase videos for both adults and children. In
the year of 1997 the circulation was 6,532 which is
more than the previous year. Also 51 new people have
received librarv cards.
The librarian attends library co-op. New Hampshire
Library Association meetings, as well as many workshops
which enable the library to serve the community of
Greenfield. The trustees attend workshops sponsored by
the New Hampshire Library Trustee Association. The
assistant to the librarian, Gail Smith, has been
enrolled in several library classes at Keene State.
We welcome your participation and suggestions. Please
come visit the library. Velma Stone and Gail Smith are
always ready to welcome and help you.
LIBRARY HOURS
Monday 12-5 PM and 6-8 PM, Wednesday and Friday 12-6 PM
Saturday 9-12 Noon
As always, the trustees would like to thank the many










Balance on Hand - 12/31/96
NOW Account: $2,104.00
Passbook Savings: 619.00




Book Sales: 87.00 5,779.00
Total: $11,965.00
Expenses





Education/Dues: 1,145.00 $ 5,727.00
Balance on Hand - 12/31/97
NOW Account: $1,966.00
Passbook Savings: 635.00





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
During 1997, the Zoning Board of Adjustment heard only-
eight cases. Six were for variances and two were for
special exceptions. Two variances were denied and all
other appeals were approved. No appeals from






This was our ninth year assisting the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services in
collecting water quality data from our town lakes, Sunset
and Zephyr, and from Otter Lake. This data is used in
protecting watersheds and in building a sizable database
for regional and national use. During the summer months
we collect water samples from all three lakes and
transport them to the State Lab in Concord. Here the
samples are analyzed and the results interpreted. In return
we receive monthly results from the sampling along with
an annul report that includes recommendations to maintain
or improve the health of our lakes. Our lakes remain
healthy although a slight increase in phosphorous levels at
Zephyr Lake continues as noted last year. An increase in
phosphorous can lead to excessive algae and aquatic plant
growth which in turn can alter the lake's recreational and
aesthetic value. We will continue to monitor this over the
coming year.
The Department of Environmental Services also has
two other volunteer programs concerning lakes that the
Commission would like to participate in. One involves
catching fish to be tested for Mercury, and the other
involves becoming a weed watcher. There is an invasive
weed called Milfoil that we don't want growing in any of
our lakes. Ifyou are interested in more information
concerning these volunteer opportunities that are not time
consuming, please contact Jami Bascom at 547-3813.
Research and organization of material for the
Natural Resource Inventory continues. With at least three
quarters of Greenfield's 16,777 acres in forests, the
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economic and environmental value of this land is very
important. No longer a "farm" town, Greenfield still
boasts two popular fresh produce operations. Large and
small horse and cattle operations need all, and perhaps,
more, of the available cropland. The varied characteristic,
size, and distribution of wetlands defies one time
cataloging. Large and small wetland areas support a wide
range of species and Diamond Swamp overlays an
important aquifer. The town has a substantial interest in
watershed quality and works with advisory groups for
each of its three watersheds: Contoocook, Piscataquag,
and Souhegan. The Commission hopes that interested
citizens will help to complete the detailed Natural
Resource Inventory including an evaluation of conditons
and needs.
New Commission members include Nancy
Mattesen of Slip Road and Ted Bonner of Gulf Road.
Other members include Jami Bascom of County Road,
Carl Ingelstrom of Old Bennington Road, and Bob Smith
ofMuzzey Hill Road. The Commission meets at 7:30 PM
on the third Wednesday of each month at the town office
building.
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Report of the Greenfield Police Department
The police department had another busy year in 1997. While
certain crimes increased slightly (more often due to increased
vigilance on the part ofthe department members) we are proud
that some offenses did not occur. Most notably, there were no
burglaries last year. Traffic enforcement yielded positive results.
The addition ofthe school zone cones proves to be beneficial.
We are asking the town to consider three requests that
directly impact the police department. First is the COPS-FAST
grant that ends in September 1998. We ask for your support in
maintaining the present staffing level so that we can continue the
progress we have made in the last two and a half years. Officer
Weeks is finalizing a juvenile diversion program that will
directly involve citizens of Greenfield. We believe it will be an
important contribution to the town.
The Building Study committee is presenting a proposal that
will relocate the police office. We support this plan in the
interest of safety and access
.
Third is our request for a replacement cruiser. We extended
the lifetime ofthe present cruiser with regular maintenance and
meticulous care of our equipment. We hope the Town will
support our request for a new cruiser that will be equally well
cared for.
1998 Statistics I
Rej)orts written 752 Burglary
Summonses 122 Harassing calls 27
MV warnings 601 Littering 6
Violation arrest 13 Misdemeanor arrest 9
Felony arrest 3 DWI 2
Cigarette vio. 5 Alarms 53
Assist agencies 76 Animal comp. 99
Accidents 36 Domestics 27
Building checks 1225 Juvenile 45
Thefts 13 Comm. Service hours 280
We members of Greenfield Police Department thank the
citizens, committees, boards and fellow employees ofthe
Town of Greenfield.
Chief Gary W. Gagnon
For the Greenfield Police Department
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Greenfield Recreation Department
Annual Report - 1997
1997 was a fiin and more involved year than 1996!
!
There were a lot of changes at Sunset Lake this year. We got two new rafts
(which seemed to be well received by swimmers), buih a storage shed (to
house the lifeguarding supplies and related waterfront equipment) and added
a second Ufeguard to the staff to ensure safe supervision on the waterfront.
The only factor that seemed detrimental towards a wonderful summer at
Sunset Lake was the weather, it was cool! Hopefully next year will be
warmer!
!
Events that took place during 1997 were more successful than 1996. Some
highlights were the holiday parties, tennis lessons, the picnic held at
Brentwood Camp in June, Arts and Crafts and the original scheduling of the
Fanuel Hall/Quincy Market shopping trip, to name a few. To expand on our
successes, I plan to place a fair amount of emphasis on activities held within
the Town itself For whatever reason, actual trips outside of Greenfield
(Hampton Beach, the White Mountains, Foxwoods etc) did not go over very
well. These trips were scheduled with the results of recreation survey (via
1995 and 1997 report) in mind. Ifyou have any thoughts or suggestions on
how to improve this area of programming, please let me know!
Many of the scheduled programs could not have occurred without help from
volunteers! I must extend my sincere THANKS to those folks that
volunteered their time and energy to see some of these programs through to
completion. I could not have done it without you!
!
As many ofyou know, we also applied for a grant for a skateboard facility at
Oak Park. This past year we were denied any monies. In 1998, 1 plan to
continue finding some grant money for this project. Please stay tuned....
Little League had another successful year thanks to Mike Marschok and his
crew of volunteer coaches. They raised $1700.00 last year which will be
applied to the dugouts at Oak Park as well as uniforms etc. It is wonderful
to see everyone working towards a common goal!
!
I plan to take the successes of 1997 and build upon them, and add some new
and interesting programs in 1998. Ifyou have any questions, concerns, ideas





This past year the Greenfield Rescue Squad
responded to seventy five calls for assistance. This
was about the same as last year . To be sure we can
meet the needs of people calling on us, we continued
our training and education. And, after all necessary
certifications, the squad now has eight first
responders, three E.M.T. basics, and one E.M.T.
intermediate. Not bad for a town our size, but we
would love to add you to the roster! Help during the
daytime hours is especially needed.
New this year:
-Limited drug therapy can be administered
by the E.M.T. intermediate.
-Smaller hydraulic ram purchased for the
extraction tool . This better matches
the size of current cars.
-Certification training for first
responders.
-Certification training for the hydraulic
tool (Jaws of Life), for most of the
fire department members.
Every year we try to improve our ability to respond
to emergencies, and this year we wish to replace the
defibrillator. Constant advances are made in the
medical field, and we will be able to provide better
service with a more advanced unit. The new
defibrillator also print a paper tape, so the hospital
has a more accurate record of what happened from the
time we arrived until the time of admission. American
Steel has kicked off our funding quest with a one
thousand dollar donation, and we hope to reach our goal
quickly. The town has always been responsive, and we






1997 again saw slow economic activity in the area. The
Planning Board held six subdivision hearings, three lot
line adjustment hearings, two site plan reviews, one
rehearing and numerous preliminary conceptual
consultations
.
At the March town meeting, voters approved two
amendments to the Zoning Ordinance adopting Building
Codes and namincf the Building Inspector as the Code
Enforcement Officer.
The Board spent considerable time on revising Site Plan
Review regulations. A hearing was held on July 14 at
which time the Board adopted the revised regulations to
bring them up-to-date with New Hampshire regulations.
We also filled out numerous surveys from the State and
Southwest Region Planning Commission.
This fall the Board was asked to work on revising
setbacks . The year ended with the drawing up of
proposed regulations on telecommunication towers as
well as the revision to setbacks
.
Term Ends
George Rainier, Chairman 1999
Bob Caron, Vice Chairman 2000
Jean Cernota, Secretary 2000
Marilyn Fletcher, Treasurer 1999
John Hopkins 1998
Don Winslow 1998
Jerry Adams, Selectman's Representative
Michael Kavenaugh, Alternate Member 2000
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WELFARE ANNUAL REPORT- 1997
Direct Assistance Bix3get $20,000.00
Direct Assistance Paid Out $ 5/315.28
Assistance Repaid by Client $ .00
Net Credit Budget Balance $14,684.72
Number of Families Assisted 11
Rent Assistance given $ 4, 185.00
Utility Assistance $ 473.28
Food Assistance $ 642 .00
Miscellaneous Other $ 15.00
We cissisted eleven families for the 1997 year, which is down
from the previous year. Requests for assistamce have dropped dram-
atically primarily from good full time employment. Most requests were
on a one time basis or for a very short time.
As N.H. State Law currently stands, cities and towns are legally
obligated to provide for the indigent people in their towns regaurdless






1997 has been a quiet year for us building wise. We
have issued about the same number of permits this year
as last. Two permits were for new modular homes and
one for a new conventional frame home. 7 permits were
issued for residential additions of decks, porches etc
The balance of 10 were sheds, garages, pole barns etc.
I wish to thank the towns people for their support and
understanding of this office. If I can be of help to
anyone please feel free to call me at the office








For the past year the members have been meeting
bi-weekly to study the immediate needs of the community.
We have identified the following needs:
IMMEDIATE: POLICE STATION
PROJECTED NEEDS:





The Committee reviewed the possibilities of the Lakewood
building and upon review found the purchase and
renovation costs rendered the building inappropriate.
We then reviewed the possibilities of utilizing the
current Elementary School for future Municipal/Police
facilities. Again the cost of renovations deemed the
building inappropriate.
The Stiles property located on Forest Road, adjacent to
the Fire Station, was then reviewed. This property
consists of 3 acres, split level home with 406 feet of
frontage. The Committee has recommended the purchase of
the property in 1998 for immediate renovation to provide
housing for the Police Department and provide a site for
the future Municipal Building. This is reflected in
Article III of this year's Town Warrant.
The Committee hopes we have addressed the needs and





Over 800 folks attended our Fifth Annual Blue-B-Que
and were honored to hear the young talent of
Greenfield. We thank these children for providing
music and Jonathan Hall for orchestrating this event.
Plan on hearing them again next year.
With five years of experience this event runs like a
precision clock. This has become a regular Festival
that promotes our community spirit with the help of
volunteers who show up year after year. We are proud
of our success and would welcome ideas and suggestions
to improve. Please join us and celebrate our
Blue-B-Que. Only Greenfield residents will benefit
from their efforts and involvement.
Oak Park donated 250 non-perishable goods to the local
food bank- Please come out and support us so we can
help other Greenfield residents who are in need. Show
us your spirit!
A paintwall was added for the young children and was
an enormous success. Many thanks go out to Monadnock
Paper Mills for their donation of paper.
New dugouts for the baseball team have been started
and plans of completion will be for the Spring of
1998. A new fence from the backstop to the outfield
will also be added. We would like to thank Coach Mike
Marschok and all of the supporters for their
generosity and time.
A sprinkler system is needed to keep the soccer field
in good shape for 1998. Also under consideration is a
skateboard park. Please ask your children to come out
and help design/build. We need their involvement to
make it happen. Contact Oak Park for more info.
Local businesses are encouraged to help raise funds
with purchasing an advertising banner that will be
placed along the baseball fence. Contact Oak Park
Committee for more information.
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WILTON RECYCLING CENTER
This year saw about a four percent increase over last
year's actual total tonnages. Once the final figures
were in, last year's increase was around eight percent
over 1995. This year's figures are much closer to
complete, so I don't anticipate any significant changes.
Thanks again for the support of the Wilton Selectmen,
the people at the Town Office, the Wilton Highway
Department and all the officials and residents of our
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